Membership Committee

The Membership Committee is working on identifying and promoting the value of an SIR membership as an IR NP or PA. Our goal is to recruit and retain members by showing the many ways an SIR membership can accelerate your professional IR goals while fostering a sense of community and professional development. We’re also collaborating with the other NP/PA committees to help spread clinical and professional information via our dedicated social media platforms (SIR Connect and X).

Current membership projects include:
• Reviewing cost of membership and annual meeting for NP/PA members
• Developing a members survey related to scope of practice and salary/benefits
• Advancing our social media presence and stimulating professional conversations via our section’s X account (@SIRNP_PASection) and SIR Connect groups
• Reaching out to other NP and PA professional organizations to advocate for our specialty and SIR as a whole

Associate Nonphysician Member

As a member of SIR, you have access to some excellent resources:

• SIR Learning Center
• Clinical Practice Resources
• SIR Connect (*highlighted on page3)
• The Interventional Radiology Coding Update
• JVIR print and digital
• IR Quarterly access
• Newsletters
Meetings, CME, education and membership benefits

Claim your live CME credit

Don’t forget!
Access the Learning Center at learn.sirweb.org to claim your live CME credits.

New member? Missed the 2024 conference? Need CME? You can still obtain the meeting on-demand which offers up to 180 credits!

50th Annual Scientific Meeting!
Music City Center
Nashville, Tenn.
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Access our online member networking platform, SIR Connect

- Share interests, challenges and successes with your peers on the Open Forum or other online communities. Network and collaborate with colleagues in IR and build your reputation.
- Find a mentor or be a mentor using SIR’s Mentor Match platform
- Be listed among and have access to SIR’s Membership Directory of current members
- Volunteer for committee and project opportunities on Volunteer Central

SIR 2024 NP/PA recommended continuing medical education

Monthly journals and CME articles exclusively available to SIR members!

CLINICAL STUDY | Volume 35, Issue 6, pages 809–948, June, 2024

Percutaneous Disc Biopsy versus Bone Biopsy for the Identification of Infectious Agents in Osteomyelitis/Discitis
Aroosa Zamarud, MD, Jamie Kesten, BS, David J. Park, MD, PhD, Benjamin Pulli, MD, Nicholas A. Telischk, MD, Robert L. Dodd, MD, PhD, Huy M. Do, MD, Michael Pl Marks, MD and Jeremy J. Heit, MD

CME test questions

2024 JVIR CME subscription program
- Receive the JVIR CME activity each month automatically into your learning center account
- Free for members
- 1 CME credit per JVIR CME activity
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Newsletter developer: Kristen Barrantes, PA-C